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BY BELOVED LORD MAITREYA
FOREWORD

This booklet is dedicated, with deepest Love and Gratitude, to the Beloved Lord Maitreya. He is also known as the great Lord of Love Who, for many centuries, held the Office of Cosmic Christ and World Teacher. It was He Who overshadowed the Beloved Master Jesus during His Ministry upon the Earth.

In 1956, the great Lord Sanat Kumara, was released from His exile of Love, after millions of years of service to the Earth as Lord of the World. At that time, Lord Gautama Who then held the Office of the Buddha, was elevated to that of Lord of the World to succeed Sanat Kumara. Lord Maitreya then assumed the Office of the Buddha and His former Office of World Teacher was filled jointly by Beloved Kuthumi and Beloved Jesus Who had previously served as Chohans of the Second and Sixth Rays respectively - Their Offices then being assumed by the Beloved Lanto and the Lady Master Nada.

The Addresses in this book were given at the time when Lord Maitreya held the Office of Cosmic Christ, and we ask this great Master to give every reader of this booklet the FEELING of LOVE FOR GOD and all of God’s creations which He has embodied for so long - together with the Illumination as to how all may become Lords of Love in assisting to LOVE ALL LIFE FREE!

May each reader become a channel through which Lord Maitreya may awaken the Heart Flame of every one of God’s children until the Earth and all life everywhere is Happy, Joyous and FREE!

THE BRIDGE TO SPIRITUAL FREEDOM, INC.
HOLY CHRIST FLAME

Thou Holy Christ Flame within my heart,
Help me to manifest all Thou art;
Teach me to see Thyself in all;
Help me to show men how to call
All of Thy Glory from the Sun
'Til Earth's great Victory is won!
"I AM" we love Thee; Thou art our all!
"I AM" we love Thee; HEAR OUR CALL!

I hear thy call, My children dear;
"I AM" thy heart, so never fear;
"I AM" thy mind - thy body too;
"I AM" in every cell of you!
"I AM" thy earth, and sea, and sky;
And not one soul shall I pass by.
"I AM" in thee; thou art in Me;
"I AM"! "I AM" Earth's Victory!

MELODY: Original

CHAPTER I

THE ONENESS OF GOD'S PRESENCE AND YOU

Oh, beloved children, I stand with head bare, with heart reverent, adoring the active Presence of Almighty God enshrined in the tabernacle of your own precious hearts, that you might know and feel with Me the Power, the Majesty and the Mastery that is within that Presence which is the physical beat of your human heart; that you might rest the outer consciousness in the Father and the awareness of that Ever-Presence and know that within that heartbeat is ALL THE POWER by which the very Suns are suspended in the Universe, the Stars follow their appointed courses, the Masters, Devas, Angels and Cosmic Lords weave the Universal Light Substance into form, creating and sustaining galaxy after galaxy. That is the Power of the Ever-present Almighty God Flame that is within the beat of the human heart of every embodied spirit upon this Earth and every other group belonging to any system that swings in interstellar space.

May I convey to you My assurance of the Power that is within the Presence of God? Will you stand in your outer consciousness with Me and look upon that Shrine - the Holy of Holies - the Sacred Tabernacle within which is anchored this Mighty and Infinite God Presence, and feel with Me the Truth of the words of My Son in speaking of that Power when He said: "For Thine is the Kingdom and the Power and the Glory forever?"

Oh, surely, precious children of God seeking the way Home to Mastery, seeking relief and release from pain, shadows and darkness, limitation and servitude of every kind and description, surely you can accept that
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the Presence of God is all powerful, and closer than hands or feet, nearer still than the very breath in your nostrils, for It is the life that beats your heart!

It is My deep desire to help you, individually, to accept that there is only One Power in this Universe that can act, and that Power acts for you according to your Faith within It! Won't you accept that alive within your physical body is the Healing Flame; alive within your physical body is the Infinite Supplying Power of your every need and requirement; alive within your physical body is the Illumination of your outer consciousness; and alive within your physical body is the Intelligence by which all form may yield to you the Perfection that is within its own primal essence?

I know you well! I have known you long - long before you chose to accept yourselves as these limited mortal forms of decay! I witnessed the creation of your own glorious Christ Self from the Body of the God-Parents of this evolution, drawing on Their own Light, moulding out of the Universal Light Substance those exquisitely perfect bodies, firing them with the Fire of Creation, and made in exceeding Grace.

Oh, as I place My hands upon your eyes, may the scales be removed from them and you see revealed the Divine Pattern and Plan of your Holy Christ Self, pulsating and real, that has waited for aeons of time for the opportunity of externalizing Its Majestic Glory through a flesh garment provided by Its own Love. As I place My hands upon your ears, may they be opened to hear the Voice of your Presence and feel the ONENESS between that Presence and your heartbeat!

Beloved ones, for so many millions of years, this exquisite and perfect Being Whom it is My privilege and honor to represent to the entire evolution, has sustained your very body's life; has enfolded you in a radiation of protection that your soul light might not be extinguished by the excesses of your use of the Life energies in sense pleasure. Now, we come to a Cosmic Hour when these Holy Christ Selves have asked of the Cosmic Law an opportunity to set aside your free will long enough to give to you Perfection; to take from you just enough of that free will by which you have woven your chains and miseries that you might taste of the happiness that comes in co-operation with the Law of Harmony, Beauty, and Infinite Supply.

I was present at that meeting when over ten billion shining White Figures, each one like an Angel of Light, gathered together and through the Great Serapis, made petition to the Law for the opportunity of pouring the Light of Their Love through the selves They had sustained, in the hope that somewhere along Life's path each one might turn again to their benefactor and ask for what purpose It gave so freely of life and sustenance; for what purpose the care and protection; for what purpose new body after new body was accorded a soul which wore out each preceding body as quickly as the senses could seize life and crush it into the satisfaction of the appetites and passions of the moment.

Can you feel with Me the reaction of the Law of this Universe as embodied through the Seven Karmic Judges when such a petition went forth? Could Love Incarnate deny Beings of Perfection with such patience opportunity to fulfill Themselves? Oh, no! Joy arose within the hearts of the God Beings Who created this Universe. Joy arose within the soul and spirit of Sanat Kumara and ALL of the Brotherhood Who have sacri-
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freed Themselves to be Guardians of the race. Joy arose through the Earth Herself - weighted down by the shroud of mankind's thoughts and feelings - in the hope that at last, rather than dissolution, the Earth might know Light and be accepted and welcomed as a permanent member of the Solar System to which She belongs and yet in which She has to drop Her head in shame because of the radiation, not of Her own making, but of the 'guests' that She harbored and the 'guests' that She sustains by Her Life.

Yet, in that Petition, there was a cause for deep thought lest these beautiful exquisite Beings, representative of the Divinity of every man, woman and child, surging forth that pressure and desire through the heart and soul, might awaken the entire race instantly to a hunger and thirst after righteousness and there be no shepherds among all the sons and daughters of men to give to them an understanding of the Law; to feed them wisely and in balance and love, and the stampede of the waking consciousness intent after Spiritual Truth would find no fit balance through the Guardians of the race who, unfortunately, have become almost as enmeshed as the laggards whom they came to serve.

So, although the Petition arose from ten billion Holy Christ Hearts, the Wisdom of the Law was such that only two thousand were allowed the opportunity of increasing the pressure of Their Will and Their desire to manifest God Perfection through the outer self, and these two thousand were among the Guardian Spirits whom it was hoped would be developed and matured to a point where when a larger Grant was given, they might be the balance, the guard, and the directors of the awakening consciousness of mankind.

Because the response from these two thousand showed merit, the Law again increased the Grant and gave two hundred thousand beautiful Presences the opportunity of externalizing through the outer form, and again the Grant was given to one million and then to ten million.

It is to YOU who have received the benefits of the added pressure of your Holy Christ Self which has brought you into this Activity, that I speak, for you are the Shepherds of the New Day. We cannot release to these other beautiful Christ Beings the opportunity of reaching Their own outer selves until the Shepherds are prepared, anchored and in every measure fit to handle the energies of the masses which, like great tides of the sea, sweep hither and yon until they are guided and channeled through you into the proper understanding of Life.

It has been My Office to serve as World Teacher and through every possible individual in every channel - orthodox, metaphysical and secular, as well as to give assistance to lifestreams who can in turn render service and assistance to the masses.

The Beloved Lord Gautama has chosen to remain and become part of this Illumination which is spreading through the inner consciousness of the people, and as Beloved Kuthumi and the Brothers of the Golden Robe are working hourly to illumine the inner bodies of every lifestream who can become a magnet around whom We may draw lesser Light for Understanding and Illumination, SO DO I PLEAD WITH YOU, prepare yourselves, in the Name of God, as quickly as you can, according to your capacity to understand this hour; according to the developed capacities of your own natural consciousness and the self-control that you can draw forth in balancing the
energies in your own worlds. It is to YOU that We look before We dare open the door to the Shining Beings and allow Them full freedom to act through the outer selves of mankind.

You would not like to be a contributing factor to the barrier of the Holy magnificent and shining Christ Self of any member of your race, and yet the individual responsibility of preparation lies at your own door! We cannot be constantly reminding you, but if you love with the heart as you say you love with the lips, the coming of the Christ and the Masters of Wisdom, you will make of yourself an instrument through which We may reach Our hands to the hearts and souls of mankind groping in darkness, in ignorance and shadow, pain, and distress. You are, each hour, the BRIDGE through whose energies We reach the race, and We can reach as many or as few as your own purified energies allow Us the opportunity of directing our Flame through.

Beloved hearts, all activities of life are rhythmic. As you have steps upon your stairs, so are there Octaves from the Heart of the Sun which step down the radiation and vibratory action of the Intelligence of God until It can be absorbed by the outer selves of mankind. It is to those who choose to gather in the Upper Chamber and sit at the feet of the Masters that We look for representation, that through each one of you, We may be revealed as Eternal Truth and God Power manifest!

I speak on behalf of the Holy Christ Selves of all mankind whom I represent at Inner Levels. I plead with you in the Name of Love, in the Name of this planet whose very salvation depends upon your fidelity to Harmony and Light; in the Name of God ARISE and OFFER YOURSELVES, as Jesus did before you, in the service of the people!

Over many cities there stand exquisite Temples of blazing Light in which great Angelic Beings constantly service, coming from the Heart of the Sun and carrying the Qualitites and Nature of God in Their own blazing Light Bodies. From these Temples of Light, great Angels weave over the locality a blanket of the substance from that Temple which ages ago was visible to the physical sight when the height of the Atlantean Culture was expressed on the Earth. At the close of that great Era, when the physical structures were returned to the Universal, the etheric counterparts were sustained and remain as great Foci upon which you can draw to amplify your own natural interest in life, and draw currents of Healing, Supply and Protection. As you invoke and avail yourselves on these powers, do so in Faith and the full conviction within your feeling world that God is the ONLY POWER in the Universe that can act!

If you gave your word to a fellowman that would render a service for him, would you not be disconcerted if he immediately went forth and endeavored to fulfill the same service and gave you no opportunity to even employ your energies toward that loving co-operation with his life? Yet, in your dealing with your God, no sooner than the words leave your lips, or the prayer from your heart, than you proceed to endeavor to accomplish through outer means that which you have seemingly entrusted to your God to externalize.

Oh, throw the weight of your FEELINGS into your petition at the feet of your exquisite Divine Self - IF you believe that It is real - and I am sure that you do!

In the Name of My own Life, and by the Power of My momentum for thousand of centuries, I charge into your feeling world the CONVICTION that this Holy Christ
Self is an Intelligent, Living, Breathing Being - more interested in you than you are in yourself, for It has given you even the breath in your nostrils and has sustained you for millions of years in the hope of an opportunity to externalize your Divine Plan. Won't you accept that and let this God, THROUGH YOU, accomplish the fulfillment of Its own Pattern of Perfection, Its Mastery and Dignity, Its Balance and Beauty, Its Harmony and Freedom?

CHAPTER 2

THE ACTIVITIES OF THE SPIRITUAL HIERARCHY

I love you children dear! I love your Presence here! And I love you more each year, beloved children dear! Do you know what it means to Our Hearts when We see a group of unascended beings standing together; lifting up their voices in song; mingling the worded expression with the love of their hearts and saying Our Names; drawing Us close by the magnetic pull of sincere Love, Reverence and Gratitude? For countless centuries, the mankind of Earth did not even know that We had Being, and even today, children of the Light, you little comprehend the magnetic Power of Love that is within both your own and Our heartbeat!

I am here because of your love, for Love is a Power that cannot be denied by Solar Lords, by Angels, Devas or Cosmic Beings. When the heart of any self-conscious, intelligent being, ascended or unascended, sends forth the magnetic call through the Love of the heart, LIFE MUST RESPOND! We, Who are the embodiment of Love, rush into the Presence of generated Love within the hearts of the mankind whom We serve, for We know that in that Love is your Freedom. As We can encourage the first faint outpouring of that Love; as you are conscious of Us even mentally, so may We intensify and increase the opening of the spiritual flower within which stands revealed your own Immortal Divine Plan and Pattern.

It is My great privilege in this Spiritual Hierarchy to presently hold the Office of World Teacher, and in consultation with My Superior, Lord Gautama, We decided that it would be wise for those of you who are to be the Shepherds of the race, and at whose feet will gather in the days, months and years ahead, the members of the race who are looking for Truth and an understanding of the Law of Life, to receive a clearer understanding and feeling of the Offices that the various Members of the Hierarchy hold in order that you may apply, when the need arises, to the specific Being through Whose body, mind, spirit and Consciousness flows the particular qualification of energy to answer that need and requirement.

We are endeavoring to draw Our individual Consciousness and Service to Life into your feeling worlds so that you may recognize Us as Beings, intelligent and conscious, filled with love and interest both for the Office which We hold and the mankind whom We serve. Then, no longer may the Names of the Ascended Masters conjure up a vague picture of an impersonal and vapory form which, through radiation and some spiritual 'hokus pokus', changes the vibratory action of the unseen and renders some mysterious occult service of little actual benefit to the outer consciousness. In order that you who are to carry the burden and responsibility of bringing Truth to mankind may intelligently perform
your services in the outer world, you must have a con-
cious connection with Ourselves and Our Service and a
conscious understanding of the activity which We per-
form at Inner Levels.

For this reason, Master after Master has come forth
and shall, in worded expression and through radiation,
bring you detailed explanations of the Departmental
Activities which are so carefully delegated to the various
Members of this Spiritual Hierarchy.

The Beloved Maha Chohan, Who represents the
Office of the Holy Comforter, is the great Master to
Whom the Chohans of the Rays apply for certain author-
ity to translate the Ideas from the Mind of God into the
world of form along the lines of music, art, science,
religion, and the Devotional and Ceremonial Worship of
God. The Beloved Master El Morya, Who is the Great Being
in charge of the Governments of the world and all who
hold positions of trust and authority, leads the great
masses of people in those governmental affairs. I, with
My Beloved Kuthumi, represent the educational chan-
nels of life, and over-shadow and direct all religious
teachings, religious teachers, and those various move-
ments which are instituted to bring mankind, according
to their own evolution, face to face with God.

In the hills of Kashmir, the mankind of Earth are
invited to sit at the feet of those Brothers and Sisters of
the Golden Robe Whose service to Life is to teach the
Shepherds of the race the Laws governing the drawing,
qualifying and directing of energy and to encourage the
development of the consciousness of those who have
professed an interest in bringing an understanding of
God to men. When once mankind has consciously
entered into an understanding of the Office of World

Teacher, he will no longer feel intolerant of the many
roads that lead to the Heart of the Eternal Father. Once
mankind has seen that the currents of energy behind
every great religion which has been brought forth from
the time mankind first set foot upon the Earth have been
generated and projected forth within the Heart of the
Cosmic Christ, they will cease to resist the gifts, blessings
and service within that religion and will rather bless
them and the shepherds who, through that religion,
reach a certain portion of mankind who, through their
own affinity to that religion, can respond spiritually to
that particular vibration.

We deal with some ten billion lifestreams - all of
whom have been drawn from the Heart of the Parent Sun
on one of the Seven Rays and each of these Seven Rays
has an affinity to specific stimuli of the soul. It is,
therefore, the duty of the World Teacher to teach the
priests and priestesses, the ministers and missionaries,
and those who carry the Word of God to men, how to
stimulate the spiritual centers within these seven dis-
tinct and different types of evolutionary consciousness.

In each Age that has succeeded the other, the
World Teacher Who has held My Office has endeavored
always to send into the world of form a ‘CHRIST’, a
Perfected Being Who chose to incarnate and bring to the
mass of the people in that Age, the particular religion
suited to that evolutionary day. That religion, in the
course of the two thousand year cycle, became the stimu-
lus of the Spiritual selves of the great masses incarnate
at that time. Then, as the succeeding evolution came into
embodiment, the World Teacher would provide a new
Christ and a different type of religion which would stim-
ulate the next succeeding life wave. It is only to be regret-
ted that the same Mighty Cosmic Christ, pouring forth
through religion after religion, has always had to face the resistance, rebellion and antagonism of the preceding wave, rather than having the full impetus and strength of that wave join in the next and carry the love and worship of life to the great crescendo where all mankind might meet again their own God Self face to face.

Today we stand at the close of a Cycle of Time! We stand at the opening of the two thousand year cycle when the outpouring of the Seventh Ray is beginning to be felt by the spiritually discerning lifestreams. This Ray will, through the next two thousand year cycle, gradually become the religion of the masses. As in the beginning of all great cycles, I have chosen to draw into action those strong Guardian Pioneer Spirits whose vital essence, spiritual intuition and developed momentum is such that they can withstand the bigotry and intolerance of the masses and can lay the foundation for the New World Religion. Later, when it is firmly established, when the Sacred Fire passing through it has anchored it into the consciousness of mankind, the masses will enjoy the Spiritual Edifice which you, My beloved and chosen ones, are building in the Name of Saint Germain this day!

Beloved Friends of Freedom, Friends of God and Friends of Life, I thank you for responding to My call at Inner Levels before you took embodiment, for you who have chosen to join in this New Endeavor and to stand against the ridicule of the consciousness of the members of the race in which you presently abide, have certainly earned the blessings, not only of Myself, My great Teacher, Lord Gautama, the Beloved Kuthumi, but also of the Master Saint Germain in Whose hands We shall give this religion of the future.

I am hoping that you will avail yourself of the opportunity of coming into the Heart of Kashmir and sitting with Us in those Councils and learning the way and means by which you may individually proceed along the Middle Way into your own Mastery, into your own Eternal Freedom, manifesting through your own lifestreams and consciousnesses, those qualities which will make mankind, looking toward you, WANT TO BE LIKE YOU, for example, and radiation are far greater teachers than precept. LOVE and a radiation of sincere interest in your fellowman is a far more powerful force than all the words that have been written or spoken since the veil of maya first closed in upon the consciousness of mankind.

Before coming here tonight, I was amazed to see the radiation of Love and Light around your Sanctuary, and to see the Angelic Beings standing and forming a Wall of Living Light around the building — all wearing robes of blazing white and carrying the Love of God in such intensity and Power that the elemental beings for many miles, being drawn by the magnetic power of that Love, were bathing in its substance and blessings long before your physical bodies entered into the activity of the evening, and after your bodies have returned to their rest, these elementals will bathe in the radiation of Love and Light that has been drawn here.

A Forcefield is made up of your own life. In the use of energy projected from your bodies, you create a living wheel that looks like a great revolving disc of blazing fire that forms a forcefield, bathing all the energy of all life, not only elemental, but human, within the borders of its periphery.

The people living within a Forcefield and the sur-
ronding territory have no realization yet of the blessings that a co-operative group gives to them. This is true of each group of dedicated lifestreams wherever they may be located across the Earth today. Oh, that I might draw the veil aside and let you see, even for an instant, the power within the Flame of Love and Light released from joyous hearts in song, visualization, and worded decrees!

Mankind have prayed to God for so long - have prayed to Jesus and the many other Masters Who represent their Individual Deity of the Age in which they lived, but most of the prayers have been petitions for things that the individual required. It is magnificent now to see unascended mankind putting themselves aside and selflessly just bless the Free Beings, the Hierarchy and the Servants Whose Love has blessed the race from the invisible Realms through centuries of time. The Masters of Wisdom, for the first time since the veil of maya closed around mankind, are receiving the love of unascended beings without any selfish interest and call for personal gain. This draws Us closer and closer until one day this veil will part and you will see Us face to face as you have so often at Inner Levels as you have stood before Me. I know your Holy Christ Self well! I am ONE with the Holy Christ Self of every one of mankind of this Earth! I have gazed upon the Beauty of Its Visage; seen Its own Seamless Garment of Light; witnessed the exquisite Perfection designed by the Father-Mother God of that Eternal Divine Pattern which pulsates at Inner Levels and is your own pre-ordained God Destiny for Perfection.

In this day, when your own Holy Christ Self has stepped forward from among the great multitudes gathered at Inner Levels in the Fourth Sphere and asked to take command of your physical form and through It complete your Divine Plan and Pattern, it becomes My duty and obligation to press the energy of My Own Cosmic Consciousness through your Holy Christ Self until you become ONE!

The Second Coming has been spoken of through so many centuries, beloved ones, and it has been interpreted in such mystic terms that mankind seems thoroughly confused at the simplicity of the actual Truth of that Coming. Your “I AM” Presence, your Divine glorious God Self designed out of the Universal Light by the Father-Mother God, created from Its own Heart the Perfection of the Ascended Master Octave, and It now desires to externalize Its Plan through your physical forms. It is as simple as the Divine Pattern of the oak tree which pulsates in living Light and externalizes through the acorn in the natural unfolding of the elemental substance - becoming the manifest oak in form.

Every tree that you see manifest, every bird, every flower, every shrub is merely externalizing the Divine Pattern which is already completed at Inner Levels and thus experiences in its obedience to that Pattern the ‘Second Coming’ in the world of form. In Nature’s Kingdom, in the Kingdom of the bird life, there is no resistance; this Pattern flows naturally - expands, unfolds and stands revealed. As I look at you, your Holy Christ Selves are so close! They are anchored within the Three-fold Flame within your hearts and as the pressure of My own Love directs Its Flame through your individual God Flame, that Divine Pattern may externalize through your flesh forms with no more effort than the acorn exerts when externalizing the Pattern of the oak.

Beloved ones, will you accept, in the fullness of My Love, the simplicity that is within the outpicturing of
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your Holy Christ Selves, and accept, with all the Love of My Heart, My Presence with you now and always?

CHAPTER 3

THE UNIVERSAL POWER OF LOVE

Beloved and Blessed Spirits of God, do you know how much you are loved? Have you thought of the amount and intensity of Love that has been invested in your lifestreams, individually, in your long and tedious journey through the world of form? From the moment of individualization when you were called forth, a sweet and innocent Spirit Spark from the Heart of the Universal Father-Mother God, LOVE has sustained you!

LOVE has furnished for you out of the beautiful Electronic Light Body of God Himself, the Electronic Form of your own Presence!

LOVE has drawn for you the substance of the Elemental Kingdom which has made for you an emotional body by which you might FEEL the glorious Nature of God; by which you might FEEL Love, Harmony and Beauty, and every other feeling which is of that Nature.

From the Elemental Substance, LOVE has drawn for you a mental form by which you might receive the ideas of the Universal and fashion for yourself an individual world - peopling it according to your free will.

LOVE has drawn for you an etheric envelope into which you might record the experiences in the use of energy and vibration - building into this etheric body the Mastery of Light.

LOVE has drawn from the physical atoms of this world the very physical bodies which you wear!

All of that Electronic Light Substance, beloved children, is intelligent and beautiful free life that chose to forego its happiness in Spheres and Realms of Perfection for the questionable opportunity of making garments for your souls.

LOVE from the Heart of the Kingdom of Nature fashioned for you this very planet; a platform upon which your feet might stand; fresh water to refresh your garments; the beautiful pristine air which you breathe so freely; the glorious firmament with the blue sky of day and the star-studded mantle of God at night to give you rest and peace, and the opportunity to refresh yourselves upon your journey through the world of form.

LOVE, through the Maha Chohan, drew from the Kingdom of Nature the tiny elemental forms and trained them to embody themselves in flower, in tree, in shrub, in grass, and the very substance that, through Nature, nourishes and sustains your physical bodies. LOVE has done all of this for you!

LOVE drew the Beloved Sanat Kumara from His Home on Venus and helped Him in His self-chosen exile in order that this very planet Earth might be sustained and men not become orphans without a planetary home!

LOVE from the Heart of Sanat Kumara drew the response from the great Gautama Buddha and Myself in Its great desire to train a Hierarchy that might teach
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LOVE has called every Master Who has finished the journey of Earth; Who has stood in the Halls of Karma; and Who has gained the Victory of the Ascension, to renounce the Peace of Nirvana, the Welcome of Life to the Bosom of the Father, in returning to serve in setting life free!

LOVE created the Karmic Board so that the creations of your own misuse of energy might not be pressed too heavily into the Earth life but, in mercy, might be meted out century after century so that the soul within you might find opportunity to develop and not be smothered in the creations of your own thought and feeling.

LOVE keeps the Angels in the atmosphere of this Earth of pain when They might know the Joy and Happiness of Realms where there is no distress or sorrow!

LOVE keeps Lord Michael, twenty out of every twenty-four hours, in the psychic and astral realms cleaning up the human creations so that the clothing of every soul might be free of the appetites and passions which do not allow the soul to rise into the schoolrooms, which have been provided by the same Love, to teach them the way out of their chains of bondage into Freedom.

It is LOVE indescribable that has created and fashioned in the Inner Spheres those Schoolrooms that do not just appear by happenstance! They are THOUGHT out of the Mental Bodies of My Beloved Kuthumi, My Beloved Saint Germain, My Beloved Jesus, and every other Master Who has chosen to contribute His thought and feeling faculties to creating a focus into which the souls of men might be drawn that they might be given understanding!

Oh, My precious hearts, it is LOVE - LOVE alone - that has created and sustained this Universe! It is LOVE that keeps the very elements of your body from returning to the Universal! It is LOVE that holds the planets in their orbits and the Sun in Its place in our Solar System! It is LOVE that carries the Systems in a perfect rhythmic manner in a path around the Great Central Sun, moving ever and ever onward to a manifestation of Glory which your precious hearts and consciousnesses could not conceive!

Oh, if all of this Love has been drawn and invested in you, then do you not think that you are an important part of creation? When the Great Cosmic Intelligence from Whose Heart and Consciousness has come into being and form bodies for aeons of time; Who enfolds you with Love to sustain and develop those bodies; and assigns the Members of the Angelic Host, the Devas, the Cherubim and the Seraphim to guard this Star, and keep it in its orbit; when Mighty Beings like Sanat Kumara should choose to remain in exile century after century, do you not think that the Light in your heart is loved? Do you not think that you have been created for some great Cosmic Destiny? Do you not feel that Love so invested should now have fit return?

It is now the hour when the sons and daughters of men shall rise, and turning their attention to their own God, ask that they may be shown without mistake what they, as individuals, shall do - for what purpose each one was created! Is it not time that the knee of the outer self bend before the Holy Christ Self? I am the Cosmic...
Representative of the Holy Christ Self and in all humility, ask that the Will of the Christ Self through the outer be done! I think We have come to that day - the day of complete inner honesty and self-surrender when every man bares his head before his God, bends his knees before his Christ, and accepts the joyous, happy, harmonious responsibility of fulfilling the Divine Plan for which Love has sustained him for millions of years!

It is not enough to be harmless! It is not enough to be negatively good - to cease to do evil! Those who respond to the Banner of the Christ must constructively be doing good!

The Second Coming of the Christ is individual! The shining Christ Self of each one stands waiting to externalize, through the physical and inner bodies which It has sustained, purified and guarded for centuries, a portion of that Great Divine Plan which cannot be manifested through any other lifestream. Each of you holds a thread of the Tapestry of Life which must be woven, and great will be the hour when the Cosmic Words: "It is finished" shall be spoken and I may offer to the Universal Source this Planet Earth and all upon It and say: "Into Thy Hands, O Father Eternal, do We commend this Earth and these Immortal Spirits!"

Oh, My beloved ones, within your heart beats Life; that Life is the magnetic pull which cannot be denied by any intelligence in this world. It is the Master Power of the Universal cradled within your physical heart! Look upon that Life for a moment! Stand before the Holy Tabernacle within your heart! Say, as Jesus did, "For Thine is the Kingdom and the Power and the Glory forever" and FEEL it! It is the Master Presence of Life to which every Ascended Master and Cosmic Being, every Archangel and Deva, every Cherubim and Seraphim in Heaven will respond. It is the motivating Agent of the Primal Substance of Life which makes the Sacred Fire of Creation.

What is this Sacred Fire you use so freely in your worded expression? Merely qualified Life! Your human creation is qualified life, imperfectly qualified through thought and feeling. The Sacred Fire is the same Life qualified with Harmony, with Faith, with Peace, with Healing. It is neither mystic nor magic!

Sanat Kumara is a Lord of the Flame. He came to make you, each one, a Lord of the Flame of Life within your heart, in order that you may qualify the energy that flows into your heart, pure, harmonious and perfect, with constructive qualities and send it forth to fill your aura with Light. It is Substance; It is Supply; It is Healing; It is Peace, It is the Master Power of the Universe! If you do not qualify this Life constructively, if you allow It to flow forth into your thought and feeling worlds and there be crushed into the forms which strew your road with discord, you are not the Master but the victim of your own life energy!

Let us now rise and be practical in our understanding! Life is flowing! Every electron that enters your body becomes your responsibility to the Universal and takes on the stamp of your own Divine Pattern. It flows out into the Universe through your world, and through the Law of the Circle, return to you. So what are you contributing to the Universe? If it is shadow, depression, irritation, annoyance, or confusion, STOP, in the Name of God! YOU are the HOPE of this world! You have signified before the Cosmic Law that you are desirous of becoming Lords of the Flame. Remember that in your daily and hourly living!
I do not wish to appear severe but I love you! I love you enough to endeavor to convey into your feelings and realization that the Master Power of the Universe is within your heartbeat! It is not in any outside form. It is not in reliance upon Angels, or Masters, though They may assist you. It is the drawing and developing of the control of the Primal Essence as It flows through you, sending It forth with constructive intent and purpose.

Accept joyously the free life which is yours. When you are privileged to look with open eyes at the Electronic Stream of Pure Energy that flows into the lifestreams in a city, you will understand something of Our feeling when We must stand silently by and see that reservoir of God Intelligence and Energy - pure and perfect - sweep into the qualifying centers that create an aura which I shall not describe. The power of a city is in the hearts of its people. The power of a Sanctuary is in the hearts of the worshippers. The power of your Life is in your own heart! The Peace of a home is in the hearts of the family. The healing of the sick is in the hearts of the afflicted!

Won't you help Me to release that Flame within the heart? Let It flow as easily as you turn on the switch and illumine your room. Rest on the Bosom of your own God! Lean on those Everlasting Arms! Stop trying mentally, but earnestly, humbly, honestly and sincerely stand before that Light! Place your hand over the beat of your heart and accept the Truth in the words of the Man you have followed for centuries: "For Thine is the Kingdom and the Power and the Glory forever!" THERE is THAT POWER - yours to use - yours to redeem a city, a nation, a planet!

Beloved ones, love that Infinite Mighty Being Who has sustained you thus far and Who has for you a magnificent Destiny. Love your God; love the Masters and the Angels Who have believed in you enough to forego the happiness of the Perfect Realms. LOVE has drawn more than one of you back from the very brink of the Second Death into new life. I say this that you may not only feel gratitude toward all the forces and powers that contribute so generously to your pilgrimage, but that you might have new faith in yourself as an individual and never again say: "of what use that Shining one, what difference one soul?" That is a sacrifice before the Universe when you have been created and sustained for millions of years because God, through you, chooses to express some particularly beautiful manifestation in His glorious Cosmic Plan of Light; and to release a perfume from your being the like of which has never been breathed into the nostrils of any Member of the Hierarchy. Something is hidden within your soul that has never been known in this evolution - some sacred and beautiful manifestation of Life which God and your Presence alone know can be externalized. You would not, I am sure, longer hold back that Gift from the world!

Be of good cheer, beloved ones. Accept the opportunity now and let stand revealed this Master Christ Power, this beautiful externalized Being. Kiss the hem of the robe of your Holy Christ Self! Surrender the human will, human stubborness, human depressions! ACCEPT the happiness of doing something for Someone Who has loved you as you have never known Love before! When you love someone on Earth, service is a joy. It is unfortunate that so much of service performed in God's Name is performed as 'duty'; performed in heaviness, frustration, restriction and resentment. Do you think that your Holy Christ Self Who has seen you carry Its very Life into the gutters; Who has seen you obey every impulse of the senses, and has never once condemned you can
know Happiness when to you the Spiritual Path is a chore? Common courtesy to this One Who has loved you is to accept joyously your service in the Name of your Lord and make this Shining One Whom I love - happy!

In the Name of Lord Gautama; in the Name of My Office; in the Love of Jesus and Kuthumi, I bless you!

CHAPTER 4
COSMIC GOVERNMENT

Blessed be your hearts! Do you know how much I love you; how long I have watched the delicate and sensitive Light of spiritual aspiration unfold from within your consciousness? How many long centuries has My Love encompassed you 'round and how strong is My heart desire to see you, each one, develop in the full mastery of the power of your own Holy Christ Self!

Mine is the Office of World Teacher. It is a particularly wonderful opportunity and one for which I thank God constantly because in this Office I am enabled to look upon the Divine Pattern and Plan for each two thousand year cycle as it is drawn by the Silent Watcher from the Bosom of the Eternal Father of Light.

The great Cosmic Wheel of Creation takes fourteen thousand years to make one revolution. Each minor cycle of two thousand years is designed to give a particular outpouring and blessing to the evolving spirits belonging to the evolution, just as the successive seasons of your

year release a definite nourishment to the Nature Kingdom, bringing that evolution from the first blossom to the harvest. In the great eternal scheme of things, any one soul exposed to the successive radiation of the Seven Rays should find complete mastery within this major cycle of fourteen thousand years.

Do you then see how far behind the evolutions of Earth are when this Cosmic Wheel has turned again and again - bringing the blessing, the benediction, the stimulus and the nourishment of each of the Seven Rays to play upon the souls of men and at the close of each of these major cycles there has been no harvest except for the few rare souls released from the wheel of birth and death through more than ordinary personal endeavor.

Now we come again to the close of another major cycle. The six great Rays have played upon the Earth and as the Seventh Ray begins Its outpouring, It will close the fourteen thousand year cycle once more. It is the decree of the Cosmic Law that the Mighty Chohans not be required to turn that wheel again in order to play upon the resistance and rebellious consciousness of a race that seems determined not to awaken from their soul sleep. Thus, while the two thousand year cycle of Saint Germain's Violet Ray is active, We are endeavoring to press all the blessings and Cosmic powers possible through it to awaken the lifestreams who have failed to respond, not only during the present revolution of that Wheel in the twelve thousand years which have just passed, but during the many revolutions that have taken place previously.

The Universal Pattern of the Law, which is Ordered Service, requires that the Mighty Silent Watcher of the evolution, at the beginning of each two thousand year
period when the great Chohan of one of the Rays is given the authority, power and responsibility of blessing life with the gifts of His Ray and individual service, lower into the consciousness of the Lord of the World the pattern for the religion, the ceremony and the worship which will best magnetize the gifts of that Ray. This activity is designed to stir the spiritual centers of the people while under the radiation of that Ray and exemplify through the messengers, the teachers, the priests, and the exponents of the Law, the Nature of that Ray.

The Lord of the World, in turn, presents to the World Teacher of the cycle this pattern and design, and in consultation with the World Teacher, a religion is evolved in its most perfect form. The individual Intelligence acting as World Teacher must find for Himself intelligent souls who are willing to look upon the pattern that is to be the religion of that era; embody that pattern within their own consciousness; volunteer to carry that pattern through the veil of birth into the world of form; interest other lifestreams incarnate in the establishment of religious orders; and evolve at various points on the Earth's surface a form of worship, a creed of living, which is the externalization of the Divine Pattern which the World Teacher received from the Lord of the World.

All of this takes many, many centuries. The World Teacher secures the assistance of lifestreams who are karma free (as I did with Master Jesus) Who, at rare intervals within that two thousand year cycle, bring forth the most perfect expression of Divinity in that Era. At the same time, We are called upon to interview and prepare many lesser shepherds - sending them forth as the guardians of the great Shepherd - as the followers who can carry on the initial impulse of the endeavor - developing and refining the religion and the worship throughout the cycle.

At the time when the cycles overlap, the Office of the World Teacher becomes complex indeed. We deal not only with the sustaining of the forces of the preceding cycle which yet nourishes the masses, but also with the establishment of the initial pulsation of the new cycle; the preparation and training of those individuals who will enact the ritual of the establishment of the new Era. There is constant consultation with the Lord of the World as to the Divine Pattern received from the Silent Watcher and many, many conferences with the Chohans of the Rays, all of Whom have specific requirements which must be built into a new type of worship in order to best stimulate the souls evolving under Them, according to the particular characteristics of any one of seven types of spiritual beings.

All of the Offices of the Hierarchy are held successively by different God Intelligences Who qualify for such positions. There have been three Lords of the World, several Buddhas, and several World Teachers. The Office of the Maha Chohan and the Chohans of the Rays have been filled by many Individuals Who have qualified for the different Offices.

Personally, I am acting within the Office of World Teacher at this time. It was pointed out to Me smilingly that although I designed the means of reaching the consciousness of the students so that they might understand the consciousness and nature of each Master Presence, yet I have not given an explanation of My own service in this great Cosmic Cycle.

I now take this opportunity of remedying that omission by bringing to you a little of My own experi-
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cence, and sharing with you the interests that fill My Heart.

I am One Who came from Venus; Lord Gautama also came from Venus. Lord Gautama knew great Light and Illumination on Lemuria. It was a land of great Peace; a land of exquisite Beauty and Plenty. Precipitation was a natural accomplishment of every lifestream; labor by the sweat of the brow was not known. Many of the Oriental Masters Who achieved Illumination before the Earth entered into the soul darkness preceding the coming of Sanat Kumara never knew privation or limitation although They wore garments of flesh, yet Their consciousness remained free from the shadows that seemed so real in the experiences of others in the world of form.

I knew My greatest Light with the Beloved Himalaya in the East. There, too, I achieved a sense of Peace and Freedom from appearances. I think you will recall that after the coming of Our Lord Sanat Kumara, Who took the place of the previous Lord of the World - Shri Magra - the Beloved Sanat Kumara sent forth the Heart Call for volunteers from among the Guardian Spirits on the other Stars and Planets to help the innocent Earth evolution who had been caught in the soul sleep of the senses. My Brother Gautama Buddha and I answered that call at Inner Levels while Our bodies slept. I remember well standing in the Presence of Sanat Kumara and recognizing that magnificent Being Whom I had not seen since We left Venus long before His coming to Earth.

I remember well accepting the opportunity of preparing My lifestream to render the service required of a Buddha. Now, what is a Buddha? What is His Cosmic Service? Let Me again endeavor to show you the graded order of this glorious service in which We are all engaged. It will not only have a Cosmic Blueprint, as it were, of where you and others fit into the Cosmic Scheme of things, but you will see how simple, how ordered, how systematic is the Divine Way of Life.

Above all Beings working under the Sun is the One known as the Silent Watcher of Our System Who has access to the Mind, the Heart, the Will and the Presence of God. This Being directs to the Lord of the World, Who comes next in graded service to Her, the Divine Plan for the evolution of each planet - each planet having its own Lord of the World. The Lord of each World is the Supreme Governing Intelligence of the Spiritual Hierarchy and all Beings connected with the evolution and progress of each planet.

The Cosmic Service of the Buddha is to embody and radiate the Love of God through a planet and its attendant evolutions which sustains the Spiritual Fire in the soul while it is in the atmosphere in which it is required to develop and mature. The Buddha steps down the nature and the actual vibration of the Kingdom of Heaven so that the soul is not completely exiled and the Spirit Spark dies due to lack of nourishment.

Let Us differentiate: the Lord of the World is the highest ranking Intelligence over every Member of the Hierarchy - the supreme Authority over all activities of every kind - the actual dispenser of the works and powers of the Godhead. He works with the Lords of Karma. The Buddha of the Age is the Cosmic Incubator, you may say, Who holds the Spiritual Selves together and keeps them alive, developing the emotional bodies of the race to the God Estate. The World Teacher, working under the Lord of the World, endeavors to develop the conscious mind of the race and connects the radiation of the Buddha with the Evolution.
This is very difficult to explain to finite minds. I do not wish to appear verbose, but if you can understand it, it will help you to see the tremendous task that engaged the energies of Lord Gautama Buddha and Myself. We were at about an equal development when Sanat Kumara summoned Us to His Presence and said that the Buddha Who was then holding the Spirit of Evolution on the Earth within His Aura, has asked to be released and returned to His own chain; that there would have to be developed from among the Guardian Spirits another Buddha to take His place. Both Gautama and I offered to endeavor to become the Nature of God, and the 'great Sacrifice' spoken about in your occult literature is a short word picture of Our centuries of endeavor. Strange, how a word picture can be lightly spoken by the lips of another and only the one who has passed through the ages of self-discipline, purification, abstinence, despair and delight knows what is woven into that phrase.

No written course was given to Us. We had only Our Hearts Light to guide Us. At the close of each embodiment, when We had passed through the Halls of Karma, We would stand before Sanat Kumara again and He would measure Our Light, and sometimes one of Us would be ahead, sometimes the other - each rejoicing always in the other's unfoldment - no sense of rivalry, but the most marvelous comradeship.

After We had received His Blessing, We would go arm in arm together over the great Bridge leading from the City of the Sun and We would spend hours on end discussing Our experiences in the previous Earth life. We weighed one another's methods and application - conveying back and forth to one another how We felt and how We might improve in Our Endeavors to embody this Love - enough Love and Radiation, mind you, to hold within the compass of Our auras every tiny little flickering Flame of the least evolved and least developed soul, so that it might not be snuffed out in the winds of adversity.

So We lived many lives of loving life - loving those of Our environment - trying to maintain and sustain at the central core of Our Auras a spiritual stimulus - without words - which would raise every soul We contacted to its highest potential. In the course of an ordinary life, the radius of one's aura does not cover more than a few hundred men; even Our Son Jesus touched spiritually, less than five hundred lifestreams in His entire lifetime.

In the near future, when Sanat Kumara will receive His Freedom, Gautama Buddha will become the Lord of the World. I shall follow as the new Buddha, and into My place will step My Successor as World Teacher.

Thus it is that Cosmic Offices are filled. Thus it is that you, each one, are being refined and prepared each day. None of you know how high will be your calling. May I say that the opportunity of stimulating the spiritual powers within the aura of all you contact does develop from within yourself the Nature of the Cosmic Christ, and that is the way by which I attained My own Victory. I can speak with conviction because one speaks always of one's own life energy with a greater pressure of assurance than in speaking for another.

You, too, have an aura! You, too, have a pressure of life energy that can raise the lifestreams in your environment Heavenward, and thus you become Myself in action.

I give to you the Blessing of Gautama Buddha; the
Blessing of the Christ Whom I represent; and the Blessing of your own Holy Christ Self, through Whom you can develop a 'radiating consciousness' which would convey Light even if you never spoke one word from this moment. In many embodiments during this period of preparation and training under Sanat Kumara, neither Lord Gautama nor I spoke a word. We conserved Our power and sublimated Our energies, but We were extremely positive in developing a listening attitude toward those delicate, tremulous, and spiritual inspirations which vibrate in the ethers and which only the 'listening ear' can detect.

There are times, while you walk the way of Earth, when you are able to sense the thoughts and feelings of others, but more often than not, mankind is wholly unaware of the thoughts and feelings that exist in the minds and hearts of those about them, nor are they aware of the secret aspirations that issue forth from their bodies and flow upward in that strong prayer current that carries men's prayers Heavenward.

However, be it known that many of the prayers; many of the hopes, many of the aspirations that rise in the consciousness of those who do not know how to direct or focus their wavering energies, do not have the strength, due to lack of faith, to reach upward even to a point where they can at least connect with those of some ministering Angel Who could bring back a blessing to the waiting lifestream.

I would like to bring to your mind the realization that the prayer force of the race requires the 'Everlasting Arms' of spiritual energies to sustain it and lift it upward to a point of contact with the Octave of Light. Let Me explain this to you:

The mass of the people live mentally and emotionally in the astral realm, a state of thought and feeling which is heavy, in an almost constant state of depression and other destructive activities. The prayer force is so impinged with fear, uncertainty, doubt and confusion, that if it acts at all within the soul, it has little direction, little impetus, and often does not rise out of that realm of depression to connect with the Ascended Masters' Octave or the Octave of Light.

Devas, Masters, Angels of Prayer, and other ministering Spirits are constantly hovering in the atmosphere, especially over great cities, endeavoring to make holes in this dense psychic substance and gather those weak prayer strands together. These prayers and petitions make the connection between the suppliants and the Power of God to answer their calls which comes from the Higher Realms. The conscious students, groups, and individuals, once they become aware of this need, may become tremendous 'Spiritual Arms' that in all cities, towns and communities, can raise the prayer force - just as you would put your arms, in a cosmic way, around the whole populace and carry all those prayers Heavenward without a pause - blending them with your own conscious energy and strong petitions for assistance. Just as you would envelop a flower within your hand do you draw those lines of force together, holding them until an Angel Deva, a Master, or any ministering Spirit can acknowledge that energy and draw the answer from the very Presence of God and direct it toward the aspiring soul.

I have been called the Teacher of Angels as well as of man, and as this service has been rendered, for the most part, by the Angels, it is now time that the student
body accept this as part of their responsibility to their fellowman.

On a Sunday morning, and particularly on a Wednesday evening when the prayer activity in most churches takes place, if, from your octave, you could give the assistance I have outlined, so much greater release could flow back upon the returning energy of these supplications. Into the lifestreams would come the blessings required to strengthen their faith and bolster their hope in the Omnipotent Mercy of God.

Beloved friends, there are so many opportunities to engage your energies. We hesitate sometimes to present new ones to you because your earnestness and sincerity are such that you would endeavor to do more than your capacity would allow. I have always felt that certain activities appeal to some people and that other lifestreams are attracted by various types of services. Thus, when our words are recorded and then go forth to great numbers of people, some of these suggestions will surely fall upon fertile ground and some hearts then respond to each service required.

I thank you for your indulgence! I thank you for your great courtesy and for your sweet selves; and I thank you for the song of the “Holy Christ Flame”. I designed that song myself many, many centuries ago, and it pleases Me to see how you have brought it forth, for it is still My feeling for the people.

God’s Blessings be with you, My children!

Beloved children, do you know how much I love you? Within your hearts you carry the Presence of the Living God - the God Who made Me and Who has sustained Me, and Whose Servant I am before all of Life! Ah, that the day may come when you may realize and recognize that Infinite Ever-Presence, the Infinite Power of God! Every place you move upon the Planet Earth, you carry with you the All-Power, Majestic, Magnificent, Victorious Eternal One! How much of yourself have you relinquished into the keeping of that Presence? How much have you relied upon the Ever-Presence of God that stands in the midst of every circumstance that you met awaiting the summons to release the fullness of Himself in Mastery, in Victory, in Supply, in God-control? Why do you divide the allegiance between the appearances that beset you and the puny endeavors of the personal self to cope with the shadows of this world, when in the beat of your heart is the active, living Presence of Almighty God?

The Presence of God is waiting in your hearts today for the summons to burst the tomb of matter and, releasing the fullness of Its vital Life, transfigure your flesh, vitalize your spirit, and externalize the Kingdom of Heaven through your orbit to the periphery of your spiritual influence. Must this God wait while, century after century, there is no allegiance in your feelings to His Power?

Oh, My beloved ones, through every Teacher that has ever come to Earth, My message to mankind has been to recognize, utilize, and rely upon the Ever-Presence -
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Connecting with the dynamo of Universal Life and thus bringing again to life a seemingly lifeless cause. This is the same Presence which Jesus drew forth in performing the miracles and marvels of mastery.

As I speak these words, that Presence is within you! It is not something that is to come in ages yet unborn from the womb of time. When you awaken each morning, it is the Presence of God that beats your heart, vitalizes your mind, energizes your bodies, and awaits your summons to release the fullness of Itself. In the Name of God and Light Whom I serve, I call to you to draw forth that Light and that Presence; draw forth that magnificent Godhead and let It fulfill Itself through your consecrated flesh!

On Palm Sunday, all over the world, hearts and minds and consciousnesses are turned toward the Easter Season when the upreaching prayer force of mankind is greater than at any time during the calendar year. Those mighty rivers of force flowing up from hopeful hearts make a beautiful sight at Inner Levels as it is gathered up by mighty Angels and Devas and those Beings Whose service to life is to bring the prayers of man into the Realms of Light - to the Throne of the Eternal Source.

As Easter Morning congregations of thousands join their voices in song in the remembrance of the living Presence of Jesus, how many have summoned from within themselves this Presence of Almighty God? So abstruse has the occult and metaphysical literature become, that mankind has forgotten that the inward search can be accomplished by a child in arms. The opening of the consciousness to the Power of God, the leaning of the self on the Everlasting Arms, and the invocation to and faith in the powers of the Infinite, can restore mankind to his Christ Estate.

Many centuries ago, the close of the Fifth Dispensation signified to the Cosmic Law that a new Master Presence would have to make His appearance upon the Screen of Life and draw, through the energies of His Being, the initial impulse of a New Cycle. At Inner Levels, the closing of a Cycle of Time and the opening of another door through which spiritual forces may flow to bless a planet, takes considerable time and energy and prayer of the God Beings Who are dedicated to protecting and evolving the races.

With the opening of the Sixth Ray, the Devotional activity of Life was decreed to supercede the activity of the scientific action of the Law of Cause and Effect - an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth. The Cycle of scientific exactitude of karmic retribution without hope, except through the expiation of sin, was to be superceded by an Era wherein Forgiveness, Grace and Mercy were to bring new hope to those who had come to fear Jehovah. No longer would the sins of the fathers be visited upon the children; and no longer would the errors of one incarnation be stretched on through aeons of unborn time. In the repentance of the individual lifestream and the invocation of the power of transmutation, each man might save his soul of Light and free himself from the recoil of his own previous causes. A new Era of Hope was decreed to be brought to the sons and daughters of men through some consciousness who would embody and live the course of a natural life and develop from within Himself a remembrance of His mission; to draw by the magnetic power of His invocation and contemplation, an initial impulse of the New Cycle which would live and grow to nourish the sons of men for two thousand long years.
This as not an easy assignment, beloved one, and yet over thirty Great Beings volunteered. Thirty Beings Who had, for centuries of time, developed mastery, love and self-control, and Who were willing to take the initiation of the public crucifixion, stood forth when, on the Screen of Life, We showed the drama that was to be played - thirty Sixth Ray men qualified through Their centuries of living the Divine Way of Life.

From among Them was chosen My Pupil and your Friend and Master, Jesus, and around Him then were drawn lifestreams Who, through similarity of purpose and like training for centuries, would be the guard and sustaining power of the Love required to see Him victorious. Each one passed before Me; each one was tried by all the methods of initiation to see if the soul would be strong enough in the time of Earth life to withstand the temptations of the flesh and the more subtle temptations of thought and feeling. Then, there were chosen, the humble disciples, the Beloved Mother, the Beloved Father, and all together They were anointed and consecrated and prepared for the drama you honor during Holy Week.

One by one They were called to the Halls of Karma when the cycle of Their life pattern was ready for Their presentation upon the Earth. The Beloved Joseph, the Beloved Mary, and the Disciples grew up in Their own appointed places, for the most part not conscious of the inner drama They would enact together. Then, the hour came for the birth of the Beloved Jesus.

How can I describe to you the Love which surrounded that Master before He chose to envelop His consciousness in the Earth shroud and passed from the blazing glory of the Light of the Inner Realms into a body of flesh? How can I describe My feelings as I, behind the veil, would remain hopeful that at some time in His Earth life He might have a remembrance of My Presence and re-establish the contact over which I would endeavor to direct the instruction to the conscious mind to develop within Him the application which He would require in His majority to accomplish His Victory?

One of the saddest partings (far more so than when you leave the Earth) is when such a soul is bound, the shining wings pinioned, the blazing Light of the eyes dimmed, the kiss of the Master placed upon the forehead - and down into forgetfulness - the hope of man descends! Ah, I shall remember that day! I shall remember that night when first those same eyes opened in a small insignificant stable and could not yet focus upon the world He came to save!

Well do I remember those early years when My Presence endeavored constantly to be a shield of Love about Him. Well do I remember the fidelity of the consciousness of Mary Who held for that Boy the Immaculate Concept of His Divine Image; Who cut away from His senses constantly all remembrance of imperfection. She turned Him back again and again to the Image of the Father and taught Him, while He stood at Her knee, to magnify the Lord. Well do I remember that because it is through the consciousness of incarnate souls that We must work! It is through the lips of the humble that We must speak Our Words of remembrance to other spirits who have vowed to serve Us but have temporarily forgotten in the shroud of forgetfulness. It is through the sensitive that We stir to life the embers of God Consciousness.

Always do We bless the Beloved Mary and the strong Presence of Joseph Who had that devotion to God;
Who had the recognition of the Angelic Host; and Who had
the faith to withstand the ridicule of Their times as They
unfolded Their humble lives — seemingly no different
from the hundreds of men and women of Judea, yet
within Themselves holding a vision of an innocent wide­
eyed Boy grown to a Christ Man.

One day, within Himself, Beloved Jesus was able to
open His Consciousness to My Presence. One day I looked
down, and into the recognition within His eyes I poured
My Soul as I said: “My Son; oh, My Son”, and He, with
upraised arms, said to Me, as He said so often later: “Fa­
ther!”

How can I describe the association between a Guru
and a chela? It is closer by far than any physical spiritual
tie between mother and child because it is built upon the
hope of the God-free to externalize through the bound a
Divine Plan. The energies of life from the consciousness
of the One abiding in the full Spirit of Freedom depends
upon the frail thread of energy and the bound conscious­
ness for fulfillment and externalization. The one-pointed­
ness, the devotion, the magnificent humility of Jesus built
stronger and stronger the tie of Cosmic Communion be­
tween Us. Wider and wider became the bond of Our
contact, and stronger became the union until My feel­
ings were His; until My thoughts reflected in that mind
as quickly as the Sun reflects upon a still body of water;
until My desire to bless or heal moved, involuntarily,
His own physical arms and hands. We became that much
AT ONE. All through His years of development Our
Oneness grew, and in the modified words of a simple
song: “Blest be the tie that binds Our Hearts in Wondrous
Love”, you have a Cosmic Truth.

I bless and bless the energies from unascended
beings like yourselves that anchor into Our Octave and
build those ties that bind over which We pour the fullness
of the Kingdom into those receptive consciousnesses
that are willing to wield the energies of the flesh; the
energies of daily living into the making of that vision,
a fact.

It is not enough to contemplate the beauty of the
Inner Spheres; not enough to share the communion of
the Saints; not enough to bask in the Love of those
Friends Who guard you! This is the day when you must
give and consecrate your feeling world to your Master,
and at any moment allow Him to flash through it Hope,
Confidence, Courage or Peace to any man, woman or child
that requires it at any instant as you move along the
daily pathway of your existance.

Is your feeling world your master, or is it the
servant of the self? Is your mind the mind of your Master
- still and calm to hear His Words; to follow His directions;
to join with Him in joyously externalizing the Divine
Plan; or is it a second-hand store in which the cast-offs
of your associates are placed; where you mull over and
over the things of no consequence? Is your body the body
of your Master - consecrated lips through which no
energy pours that does not illumine, raise and purify;
consecrated hands through which no gesture should pass
that would injure; consecrated eyes too pure to behold
iniquity? Have you thought beyond the surface meaning
of that phrase alone?

You have said that your consciousness belongs to
the Holy Christ Self, and you have made a mental sur­
render, but the Holy Christ Self is too pure to behold
iniquity! The moment that you cognize imperfection, you
make the separation - the Holy Christ Self and you! The
moment that you again enter into that consciousness of Perfection, you unite! The Holy Christ Self is not a body; It is a consciousness that must be cultivated. Through the energies of your thinking and feeling self, the Holy Christ Self become the activity of your daily and hourly thinking and feeling; and thus you grow into Its fullness.

You have considered this Christ Self as something apart that independently takes command of you. It is cultivated through your own conscious energy every day, beloved ones. Contemplate the activity of changing the quality of your energies and becoming a consecrated vessel through which the Perfection of God may reach into the world of men. That is the mastery which Jesus achieved - the mastery which you all honor in His Ascended Master Presence - the great surrender of the energies of self in being about the Father's Business!

Up from Bethany came the humble few just prior to that Palm Sunday which you celebrate every year. Well do I remember that day. There were about twenty people among all that throng who knew the enactment of that great mystery which began its pulsation as the praises rose from many throats as the Palm fronds were placed before the feet of the little donkey, and yet of all that throng - a few short days later - who was present?

Beloved ones, there is much to contemplate in the life of your Master! There is much to embody, through the energies of your own world, to intensify and increase the power of the Christ where you stand! Let us then BE about “Our Father’s Business” let those who profess to love God release the Presence from within and let that Presence go free in active works. I summon you! Where there was ONE CHRIST, now there must be many! Where there was one Master of Light, there must now be ten billion.

Where one white-robed figure, hair bronzed in the Sun rode triumphanty into Jerusalem, stopping every once in a while to feel the soft ears of that sweet donkey and to give a blessing and benediction as He passed; NOW THERE MUST BE MANY! Join then with the Great Beings of Light in a consecration of yourself and of your life energies to service.

CHAPTER 6

SHEPHERDS OF THE RACE

Oh My beloved, blessed children of God, I bring to you the feeling of My Love! I bow before the radiance of your own great hearts. I kiss the hem of your individual garments, woven out of your life essence, which have prepared you to be among those Who are to guard and guide My people.

I live but to serve this Life! The Son of Man and those who have been the power by which He moved among the people of Earth, came to minister - not to be ministered unto; and the greatest shall be the least among you. That is the Law!

How delighted I am to see that Light within you expanding in remembrance of those days when you wore so gracefully and in such magnificence - and yet in such humility, the garments of flesh. Today, as the vibratory action of the Flame within your heart increases again, your actual physical heart is changing and each
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atom is quickening, and as it revolves in its own tiny orbit, LIGHT is being released, and hourly your Ascent-ion is being accomplished.

In the coming of the Holy Innocents, who first were privileged to place their feet upon the Planet Earth when She wore Her Crown of Light and was a Glory in the Solar System, they were lightly bound in the garments that you now find prisons and punishment. The Beloved Virgo, Neptune, and Aries, in co-operation with your own Holy Christ Selves, the beings of Nature and the Builders of Form, created such delicate perfection around your Light bodies that the natural radiance of your heart-beat found no obstruction and extended around you for many feet in every direction.

I say PEACE be unto those vibratory actions within your mind which cloud your perceptions, confuse your reception, and cause doubts and fears and uncertainties to arise within you. As My Disciple spoke unto the sea and that turbulent spirit which had not responded to any man for centuries, bowed to His Power and lay silent, so do I speak unto the energy of your emotional bodies and say: “PEACE BE STILL!” - not in a temporary stillness that comes with My Aura, but in the permanent mastery of controlling the energy of your own heartbeat, for that motion of energy is the human veil, and he who becomes still enough, finds the veil removed from his sight, and each in his own place knows God face to face!

Oh, beloved ones, as the centuries caused each one to condense the energies, imprison the powers of the Forces of Nature and emit the effluvia that has become the human veil through which We endeavor to speak, I have seen so many men and women earnestly looking for the Truth and in agony and hardship, suffering the pain of unpleasant association, backing the name of tyranny, in the hope of finding Freedom.

As Representative of your own Divinity, I say that FREEDOM IS WITHIN YOUR OWN HEARTBEAT! Be not afraid, little flock who have so sincerely become intent upon the search, for none shall separate you from the Glory of the Kingdom except the whirling energies of your own bodies. Across the great plains of Tibet, and across the icy abysses, swinging from rope ladders that can scarcely carry the weight of a man, I have seen many lifestreams endeavoring to find God when, in the comfort of their own home, they could have known His Presence.

Today, you stand at the threshold of a great opportunity to find God within, and finding Him, again assume your natural dignity and mastery - moving forward to help others. Some neglect others in the search; some neglect themselves for others. Neither is the balance of Life, for what you receive in God Illumination, a balance must be rendered to set the rest of life free, for you are the sons of men come to minister and not to be ministered unto!

We are now in the time of another planetary crisis in the course of Earth's evolution. She has had more crises than any other planet belonging to this System, but always, in Love, someone has come to plead for Her that She might be sustained as an honored, respected, and contributing planet of our Solar System. The Lord of Life, Sanat Kumara, so came, and with Him many beautiful Beings - all in the fullness of the magnificent Perfection of Their own Light Bodies - some choosing to accept the clothing of the elements that make up the atmosphere of Earth where They were gradually drawn into and ab-
sorbed by the mass consciousness until They, too, were required to know of birth and death.

Well do I remember the hour when the Cosmic Council informed those of Us Who were perhaps a little more advanced than the masses which We had endeavored to serve, but had, like others, become enmeshed in the karma of the people, that the Earth would be required to supply a Buddha either from the Guardians who had embodied or from the evolution of the spirits belonging to the planet itself. I well remember Lord Gautama and Myself standing before the Throne of Sanat Kumara as there was externalized in, through and around us, the records of Our entire lifestreams. It was weighted well - and We were found wanting - We, Who had lived and breathed for God alone - or so We thought. The Great Lord of the World, Whose Love I can scarcely describe, but Whose Presence and Being I endeavor to embody, told Us that We were to be given a certain amount of time to prepare for that Buddhic Initiation.

My Illustrious Brother and I went forth, both with the same vow, the same love of life, the same desire to sacrifice. We stood in the Hall and We placed Our hands upon one another's shoulders, and as We looked deep into one another's eyes, each bid the other God-speed and plunged into the centuries of embodiments during which self-discipline was voluntarily assumed so that within the allotted hour, one of Us might stand before Sanat Kumara and hear His welcome words: “You are ready to release Our Brother and accept the responsibility of Buddhahood!”

We did not meet in those centuries; each pursued His individual way; and My Lord Gautama preceded Me in Grace. One glorious night, We knelt before the Assembly and Sanat Kumara placed His hands upon Lord Gautama's head and anointed Him with that Spiritual Grace of Buddhahood. The preceding Buddha Who was standing by, gratefully turned over the responsibility He had held for ages. Do you know Who was the happiest among all at that Assemblage? I was, because My Brother had attained! I stood with My Heart overflowing in Gratitude for His Coronation!

When word came from the Court of Sanat Kumara that a twenty-year cycle was to be offered in an endeavor to reach the people - not some people, but ALL people, because the impersonal Law is such that the Heart Flame which is in everyone must be expanded and drawn out through Love, in the great Fourth Sphere, Serapis Bey called a mighty Conclave consisting of the Holy Christ Selves of every member of this race, not only those in embodiment, but those out of embodiment as well. I shall never forget that day.

It is so hard to describe to finite minds - even to you who are so earnest, sweet and beautiful, the Perfection that awaits you, and that you participate in when you lay aside those Earthly garments. Truly, eyes have not seen, nor ears heard, the Glory that the Father has prepared for those who love Him! In these great amphitheaters, particularly of the Beloved Serapis, millions of lifestreams may be accommodated. They are not unlike the lovely stadiums to which you go to enjoy the music festivals; only of much larger proportions. Tier after tier of these Beings gather. Oh, My children, I am the Cosmic Christ to all the Holy Christ Selves. I know you better than you know yourselves, for I know the REAL you, and that is why it is so easy for Me to love you! May God hasten the day when each one of you may be privileged to see the Holy Christ Self of one another; then will all dissension
cease in that hour. All these Beings were gathered together because Serapis, as Hierarch of the Fourth Sphere, said that it was His privilege and honor, duty and responsibility to speak to all of the Holy Christ Selves about the obligation that the evolutions of the Earth and the voluntary Guardians of the race owe to Sanat Kumara, and you within this room are such Guardian Presences!

First We are endeavoring to reach the Guardians and remind Them of Their duty; then We shall handle the masses. Each Holy Christ Self stepped forth and asked for a Dispensation to allow Them to take command of the outer self, and by working through that outer self, render the service of emitting more Light. You have been told how that presentation was carried by the beloved Serapis Bey to the Karmic Board; but only after He had carefully studied the life record of every one of the ten billion lifestreams which constitute the evolutions of this planet. Do you think that that was the work of a moment? What is done here on Earth through effort, is done in the Higher Octaves through endeavor, but the same faculties are used - mercifully lightened. Serapis Bey went to the Heart of the Maha Chohan's Temple and read over the Life Book of ten billion people. On one side He placed those whom He felt had certain potentialities; on the other side, those who must wait. The first Grant was given to two thousand souls on merit and potential service as Shepherds and Messengers and Light bearers to the people.

We are doing all We can from Our Octave, so do not think that this is just a pleasant story to amuse you! It is a matter of planetary life or death! Are you willing to help dispel the shadows - at least through the lifestreams with whom you are associated, or are you not? Are you willing to LOVE LIFE FREE - or are you not? Upon your answer does the fate of the sweet Earth depend; and knowing the Beauty of your Holy Christ Selves, I have your answer!

Oh, My Heart's Love, I know what you should be! I know what you ARE! I know of the desire for Comfort that is within you; and at every opportunity that I get at Inner Levels, I hold you in My embrace - charging you with that confidence in your ability to manifest your own Holy Christ Self in outer action!

Tonight, the great Lord Gautama, in His Ascended Light Body, is seated before the Lotus Throne emanating a Love that would melt a stone. The pilgrims are passing before Him, and as He places His hand upon each one's head and in that great impersonal loving benediction, gives them a touch of the feeling that is Heaven, they will never forget it. Lord Gautama Buddha has risen to a Consciousness which none of Us have yet attained, and you know the phrase in the orthodox world: "He comes trailing Clouds of Glory". It is a Truth that that subtle sweet essence, that sweet anointing, that beautiful Elixir of God's own Breath is felt as it is breathed from His Body. At the touch of His hand upon the pilgrim before Him, for an instant, remembrance of the Father fills the soul with Peace and with a longing to again feel that Happiness.

After you have had something lovely and you have lost it, as all of you have lost the remembrance of your True Estate, there is a nostalgia and a hunger in the heart until you find it. That is why you are seekers, you know that there is something missing!

Note: This Address was given at the time of the Wesak Festival before Lord Gautama became Lord of the World and Lord Maitreya the Buddha.
Step-down transformers are wonderful things, otherwise the finer more subtle currents of the Higher Ethers would never be breathed into the nostrils of the seekers upon the Path - spurring them on to renewed endeavor.

I am giving you of Myself tonight, as I gave It to Jesus; as I gave It to Patrick in Ireland; as I gave It to your own Saint Germain preceding His Ascension, but I shall hold you responsible for that Gift and ask you to give it to everyone you meet. It will multiply and grow and wax strong, and eyes will brighten and lips will smile, and shoulders will straighten, hearts will beat more rapidly as you become the giver of the Gift of Love - not a sentimental rushing forth of emotion that leaves you depleted and merely intensifies the imperfect manifestations; not the physical magnetism of the outer man; but that Love which wishes life well. These are the men and women that I call to serve with Me!

If you would only remember this, you could transform your cities, your nations, and the world! Jesus did miracles; Saint Francis, through meditation upon that Love, was enabled to contact every type and kind of life and make it respond in happiness.

May the Love of Lord Gautama, the Light of His great countenance, and the Spirit of His Heart become for you the motivating power by which you move individually and collectively as Shepherds worthy of the name. LOVE MY LIFE FREE! Feed My people - those of other folds as well as the chosen and the elect, knowing the happiness that comes in the gratitude from the heartbeat that is endeavoring, through the dense outer consciousness, to emit Light. A dignified, calm, conscious, poised and controlled Love of Life is mastery! I call you to the Banner of the Cosmic Christ and say: "LOVE LIFE FREE!"

My Heart does fill with gratitude for I am here because of you! Your own heartbeat is the magnetic pull that draws the Master when you want Him. The individual who voices the words is but a small part of the service, but the magnetic pull of the heartbeat of the people is, and has been through the centuries, WHAT WE MUST HAVE! Thank you for Love, and remember that I come to minister. It is My Joy and My Happiness and My reason for being to help you to know the Shining One Who is your own Divinity!

The Fullness of Lord Maitreya's Love

by Beloved Holy Æolus

In order to perpetuate the memory of that very beautiful experience in which you, together with the other members of the human race, participated at Inner Levels, when you were bathed in the substance of Lord Maitreya's Love which flowed through His exquisite Presence, I shall, with His permission, endeavor to describe an outpouring which took place in the Kashmiri Hills a short time ago.
The light from the moon flooded the hillside with a silvery radiance which made the entire proceedings easily discernible to even the physical sight of those privileged and blessed enough to be present. The valley was filled with the members of the human race who, in their finer bodies, responded to the magnetic power of Lord Maitreya's Love that was drawn and focused within and through this whole activity.

Shortly after midnight, the Divine Presence of Lord Maitreya ascended a small grassy elevation and He began an address on Love, with an accompanying manifestation of His feeling of Love which became the very substance of the listeners - human and Divine.

The student does not realize the power that lies within himself to re-energize that Spiritual Feeling at will, and is inclined to believe he has lost its ecstasy once it has passed. The wise individual seizes it and makes a conscious call to his Christ Self: "Beloved Christ in me, accept this feeling of Lord Maitreya's Love; sustain it for me and allow me to feel it again at will." Then, when a crisis requires the Presence of Love beyond human capacity, that feeling may be called forth again. So I say to you who stood within the radiation of Lord Maitreya's outpouring and felt the potential powers of Divine Love, demand that you feel again the Love of the Cosmic Christ!

As the great Master of Love stood against a background of gently sloping hills, with the silvery moon shining upon his Luminous Body, there flowed from His Presence a feeling of the most glorious Peace - a Stillness that was even reflected in Nature, so that the very bodies of the assembled guests did not choose to move a muscle because the Comfort of that Peace was more precious than the will of any part. We entered into that

Stillness deeper and deeper. Not a blade of grass moved; nor a leaf on a tree; not a bird on a branch; nor the surface of the lake! Even the breeze was still - reminding Me of the coming of the great Kumaras. The enjoyment of that Stillness was an active individual experience - each one with his being pressed against the Body of the Silence until all the quivering nerves were stilled.

This is the feeling that the Masters experience when They enter the Great Silence between Their activities, but for Lord Maitreya to bring that feeling of Stillness into the lower atmosphere of Earth, and to have consciously conveyed it to the bodies of unascended beings was, again, the manifestation of the complete Mastery of Love over every vibration which is less than Itself.

We Who were among the Ascended Host present, joyously opened Our Feelings to the inflow of that Cosmic Christ Gift - claiming it within Our own permanent records that We might re-animate that Aura at will. It became for Us, not only a Gift received, but a Gift to be given - and I NOW REVIVIFY IT FOR YOU! You are now the custodians of that Feeling of Love and Peace Divine, and We shall see how often you will revivify It at will for yourself and for others!

In the coming years, you will find many circumstances where the positive radiation of Lord Maitreya's love can be, on the instant, expanded to blanket a condition, a lifestream, or an environment, and you will not be duly concerned with the generation of a Cosmic Power beyond your capacity because this is a gift endowed upon you by the Master.

Lord Maitreya stood upon a small elevation, alone and in perfect repose - His head inclined a little in order
to focus the radiation of His Love upon the throng. Above Him, in the inner atmosphere, was the Presence of Lord Gautama and the Twin Flames from the Heart of the Sun, so that Lord Maitreya became the conductor of not only His own Love, but of the most concentrated directed outpouring of the Cosmic Christ - supplemented by other Mighty Beings.

To create an Aura so comfortable that mankind does not need to be entertained through any avenue of the senses, and hold that for over an hour, is a major achievement when you are dealing with hundreds of differently constituted beings. It is a different matter for a Master and a group of selected lifestreams to enter the Heart of their own Silence, but to become the Master Presence of the energy of the masses - without phenomena or word pictures or action of any kind - is a forerunner of the powers of the Cosmic Christ which must be embodied in the lifestreams of those who are to be the Leaders of the people as well as their Guardians in the planetary changes.

The reason why individuals who are to serve in a Cosmic capacity have always been required to enter the Presence of Lord Maitreya is that they might experience in full the Nature of the Cosmic Christ Love themselves and receive that seed in the feeling world which can be fanned into a Flame when needed. It was for this specific reason that Lord Maitreya performed this service for mankind en masse at this Spiritual Initiation.

All initiations and great experiences; any height of spiritual exaltation, any joyous association with Divinity, is permanently stored in the Etheric Body and endures from embodiment to embodiment as a heritage of the Lifestream. The soul, upon entering into the feeling body at birth, is heir to every Spiritual Benediction which it ever had. These feelings are not revitalized at this time, but lie dormant until the lifestream comes into the conscious use of its Divine Memory.

As I bring to you Lord Maitreya's Love, I want it to be more than just a 'memory' stored away within your respective consciousnesses. I want it to be a Living Power that you can and will re-animate and pour forth freely to others. A gift, spiritually conferred, and a Power vested in your lifestream is only as valuable as the use to which it is put. You have felt for a moment the Master Power of Love. I have purposely conveyed it to you through radiation showing that the transmittal of a feeling is possible and is more lasting than the transmittal of a thought.

I have conveyed to you the Power of revivifying feeling and the conscious knowledge that a Master's Feeling can be for you an authority and a Master Presence until you are fully developed enough to create and sustain your own. If you will accept this assistance and act accordingly, I feel that I will have done much for My Children.

**LORD MAITREYA'S ADDRESS TO THE MULTITUDE**

Your are here to become Masters of Love! There is no lifestream in all the great Universe of God who is not, in some manner, a Dispenser of the Love Element. Love is the dual force of expansion and contraction, cohesion and radiation. It is a centripetal and centrifugal force. The lifestream must be anchored in the exact center of his world and the two forces equally controlled according...
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to the requirement of the moment. This is Mastery!

Love must be able to give of itself in the release of radiation and hold an object in its own orbit so that it neither comes too close nor goes too far from the governing central intelligence - according to the God Design. This is the most difficult aspect in the achievement of mastery - to control the indrawing vibration of the Love Force and keep the balance between blessing and absorption.

Witness: If the attraction of the Sun draws a planet an infinitesimal proportion too close to the center - it ceases to be. If a planet is driven just a little too far out of its orbit by the Sun - it ceases to be.

So it is with man in his relation to every living and breathing thing, every inanimate object and every force and power with which he is endowed. The man who draws knowledge and power from life and does not give a balance in service - is off the center.

In My Retreat, We have a Golden Bar about eighteen inches long which stands on a pyramid whose apex is a hair's breadth in size. This Bar never moves, no matter what the planetary changes or earth upheavals may be. It is the manifestation of Love in perfect balance!

Man, in his present day experiments with the Law and Power of Love, uses either too much of the outgoing force which repels the presence of people and things, or through the misuse of the cohesive power, accumulates more than he can balance in service. The great lesson that the soul must learn is Balanced Activity.
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LORD MAITREYA'S BLESSING

O Beloved Infinite Father of Light and Life, standing in the Presence of the Electronic Stream of Energy that flows into these hearts, I bow in gratitude for the Presence of God within them.

Consecrate their minds, O Presence of God, their feeling worlds today. Let those feelings convey, as the Sun conveys - Light, Faith, Hope, Confidence, and Positive Assurance to mankind.

Consecrate their minds, O Presence of God! Purify them of all images of imperfection. Let them see the magnitude of the Christ Self! Let them see the vision with sufficient clarity that the enthusiasm of the self joins with that vision and brings God Manifestations NOW!

Consecrate these bodies, O Infinite Power of Light, as you consecrated Jesus on the banks of the Jordan! Consecrate these men and women NOW as Legions of the Cosmic Christ carrying within their hearts the Presence of God. Give to them remembrance so that every circumstance is opportunity to invoke and externalize that Presence! Let not one stand silent before adversity when then Presence of God, through them can be Master!

In the Name of God, of Light, of Jesus, and of the Hosts of Heaven, I bid you adieu but not good-bye!